
Transportation & Travel Information

Nearby international airports and options to get to Teruel:

Teruel is located in the middle point between big cities such as Madrid (300 km), Barcelona
(410 km), Valencia (140 km) and Zaragoza (180 km). It does not have an airport but can be
easily reached from all the international hubs of these bigger cities. The available options for
landing in Spain are, in order of increasing distance from Teruel:

●  Valencia: http://www.aeropuerto-valencia.com/

●  Zaragoza: http://www.zaragoza-airport.com/en/

●  Madrid-Barajas: http://www.aeropuertomadrid-barajas.com/

●  Barcelona-El Prat: http://www.aeropuertobarcelona-elprat.com/

Once you are in one of these cities, you can easily reach Teruel either by bus, train or car.

Note that in Spain, face masks are still mandatory while inside public transportation
vehicles for the entire duration of the trip. Masks are not mandatory at bus/train
stations.

The travel options are listed below, in order of travel time. The parenthesis mark the
approximate “effective travel time” (i.e. not counting stops or transfers between lines):

 
●  Plane flight to Valencia → then: car rental + car trip (1.5hr) / bus (2hr) / train (2.5hr)

●  Plane flight to Zaragoza → then: car rental + car trip (1.75hr) / bus (2hr) / train
(2.5hr)

 
●  Plane flight to Madrid → then: bus (3-5hr) / train to Zaragoza + bus (4hr) / car
rental + car trip (4.5hr) / train to Zaragoza + train to Teruel (4.5hr)

●  Plane flight to Barcelona → then: train to Zaragoza + bus (3-4hr) / car rental + car
trip (4-5hr) / train to Zaragoza + train (4-54hr) / bus to Zaragoza + bus (5-6hr)

Reaching Teruel by Car

Teruel is connected to both Zaragoza and Valencia by the A-23 highway.

From Madrid take the A-2 highway until Alcolea del Pinar, then N-211 road

From Barcelona take the AP-7 toll way until Tarragona, then either A-7 highway to Valencia
or N-420 road to Teruel through Alcañiz.



Several car rental companies (Rent-a-car) have offices inside the Airports at Madrid,
Barcelona, Valencia or Zaragoza. Note that most companies require a credit card for the
reservation (most won’t accept debit cards).

We suggest to use an online metasearch engine or travel agency such as Kayak or Booking
to find out available car models and prices for the airport and dates of your choosing.

Reaching Teruel by train

Teruel is directly connected to Zaragoza and Valencia by regular train (no high speed). In
both cases the duration of the trip is around 2.5 hours.

To reach Teruel by train from Madrid or Barcelona implies a connection in Zaragoza. The
lines Madrid - Zaragoza and Barcelona - Zaragoza are covered by a high speed train (AVE).
The company RENFE operates all the relevant lines, so you can buy a single ticket for
Madrid - Teruel or Barcelona - Teruel which includes the connection at Zaragoza.

All the information about routes, timetables, and ticket prices is available in english at the
RENFE website.

Reaching Teruel by Bus

Teruel bus station is at Ronda de Ambeles, s/n 44001 Teruel (Spain) | Phone number: +34
978 610 789 | 24h Information: +34 671 304 178

From Valencia:

The company which connects Valencia to Teruel by bus is Samar. Tickets for this trip can be
booked at the company’s website or directly from the bus driver at the dock right before
departure. The trip duration is approximately 2 hours.

From Zaragoza:

The bus company which connects Zaragoza to Teruel is Jimenez. The trip can take either 2
hours or 2 hours and 30 minutes, depending on the particular hour selected in the bus
schedule.

From Madrid:

The company which connects Teruel and Madrid by bus is Samar. The trip can last from a
minimum of 3 hours and 30 minutes, up to 5 hours and 30 minutes, depending on the
particular hour selected.

From Barcelona:

The fastest option to reach Teruel from Barcelona by bus is to follow the itinerary Barcelona-
Zaragoza-Teruel which includes a transfer in Zaragoza. Tickets for the Barcelona-Zaragoza
section of the trip can be bought at the ALSA company website. The trip to Zaragoza takes
more or less 3-4 hours. For information about the Zaragoza-Teruel section of the trip see the
“From Zaragoza” point (above).

https://www.kayak.com/cars
https://cars.booking.com
https://www.renfe.com/es/en
https://www.renfe.com/es/en
https://www.estacionteruel.es/
https://samar.es/
http://taquillaweb.autobusesjimenez.com/
https://samar.es/
https://www.alsa.com/en/web/bus


Time table of buses to / from Teruel

From To Company Service day(s) Departure times Arrival times

Valencia Teruel Samar Mon-Sat 10:45, 17:00 13:00, 19:15

Valencia Teruel Samar Sunday 19:30 21:45

Zaragoza Teruel Jimenez Mon-Fri 08:00, 10:00, 15:30, 17:00 10:15, 12:15, 17:45,
19:00

Zaragoza Teruel Jimenez Saturday 09:00, 15:30 11:15, 17:45

Zaragoza Teruel Jimenez Sunday 10:00, 15:30, 20:00 12:15, 17:45, 22:15

Madrid Teruel Samar Mon-Sat 08:30, 14:00 12:45, 18:30

Madrid Teruel Samar Sunday 11:00, 17:00 15:30, 21:30

Teruel Valencia Samar Mon-Sat 08:00, 14:00 10:15, 16:15

Teruel Valencia Samar Sunday 16:30 18:45

Teruel Zaragoza Jimenez Mon-Fri 07:00, 16:00, 18:15, 21:45 10:00, 19:00, 20:30,
00:00

Teruel Zaragoza Jimenez Saturday 17:00, 21:45 19:15, 00:00

Teruel Zaragoza Jimenez Sunday 17:15, 19:30, 21:45 19:20, 22:30, 00:00

Teruel Madrid Samar Mon-Sat 07:45, 14:00 12:00, 18:30

Teruel Madrid Samar Sunday 11:00, 17:00 15:30, 21:30

How to get from the airports to bus/train stations:

All 4 airports are connected to the local bus and train stations by underground (metro). Taxi
and VTC services (uber, cabify) are also available in all of them.

Valencia:

A taxi from the airport to the bus or train station costs 15-20 EUR. Another option is to arrive
by underground (metro). The cost is around 5 EUR. The Valencia bus station is located next
to the “Turia” underground station (on line 1). In order to get to Turia station, take either
underground line 3 (red line) or line 5 (green line) from the airport station (head of both lines)
and transfer to line 1 (yellow line, directions “Bétera - Llíria - Paterna - Empalme”) at the
Àngel Guimerà underground station.

Trains to/from Valencia leave the city from “Estació del Nord” station. In order to reach it from
Valencia airport take lines 3 or 5 and get off at “Xátiva” station. No transfers are needed.

Zaragoza:



Buses and trains to/from Zaragoza are both operated from the “Delicias” station. In order to
reach the train/bus terminal from the airport you just need to take the 501 bus at Zaragoza
airport, which is a direct line operating on the Airport - Estación Delicias route. No transfers
are needed.

Madrid:

Taxis from the airport to the bus or train station in Madrid have a flat rate of 30 EUR.

Another option is to take the underground (metro). Cost around 5 EUR.

Buses leave Madrid only from “Madrid-Estacion Sur” bus station. To reach it from Madrid-
Barajas airport it is necessary to take the metro line 8 (pink line direction ‘’Nuevos
Ministerios’’), and change to line 6 (grey line direction ‘’Mendez Álvaro”) at ‘’Nuevos
Ministerios’’ station.

Trains leave Madrid from “Atocha” train station. Take line 8 (pink line) from Madrid-Barajas
airport (direction “Nuevos Ministerios”) and transfer to line 6 (grey line) in order to get to
“Cuatro Caminos” station (1 stop away from “Nuevos Ministerios”). Transfer to line 1 (cyan
line) direction “Valdecarros” and get off in “Atocha - RENFE” underground station.

Barcelona:

Buses and trains to/from Barcelona are both operated from “Barcelona - Estacion Nord”
station. In order to reach it, take the “Aerobus” service from any terminal at Barcelona airport
and transfer to the underground line 1 (direction “Fondo”) in the “plaza Espanya” station of
Aerobus. The closest stop to “Barcelona - Estacion Nord” on line 1 is the “Arc de Trionf”
underground station.


